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Hypatia of Alexandria 2007
in the late 4th and early 5th centuries of our era hypatia of alexandria
was the world s greatest living mathematician and astronomer this
biography integrates all aspects of her life

The Roman Martyrs 2018
the roman martyrs contains translations of forty latin passiones of
saints who were martyred in rome or its near environs during the period
before the peace of the church c 312 some of the roman martyrs are
universally known ss agnes sebastian or laurence for example but others
are scarcely recognized outside the ecclesiastical landscape of rome
itself each of the translated passiones is accompanied by an individual
introduction and commentary the translations are preceded by an
introduction which describes the principal features of this little known
genre of christian literature and are followed by five appendices which
present translated texts which are essential for understanding the cult
of roman martyrs this volume offers the first collection of the roman
passiones martyrum translated into a modern language they were mostly
composed during the period 425 675 by anonymous authors who were
presumably clerics of the roman churches or cemeteries which housed the
martyrs remains it is clear that they were composed in response to the
explosion of pilgrim traffic to martyrial shrines from the late fourth
century onwards at a time when authentic records protocols of their
trials and executions had long since vanished and the authors of the
passiones were obliged to imagine the circumstances in which martyrs
were tried and executed the passiones are works of fiction and because
they abound in ludicrous errors of chronology they have been largely
ignored by historians of the early church although they cannot be used
as evidence for the original martyrdoms they nevertheless allow a
fascinating glimpse of the concerns which animated christians during the
period in question for example the preservation of virginity or the ever
present threat posed by pagan practices as certain aspects of roman life
will have changed little between the second century and the fifth the
passiones shed valuable light on many aspects of roman society not least
the nature of a trial before an urban prefect and the horrendous
tortures which were a central feature of such trials the passiones are
an indispensable resource for understanding the topography of late
antique rome and its environs as they characteristically contain
detailed reference to the places where the martyrs were tried executed
and buried

Acta Sanctorum Iunii 1741
discover the spiritual secrets of ancient philosophy hypatia was one of
the most famous philosophers of the ancient world the mix of classical
philosophies she taught to pagans jews and christians in the fourth
century forms the very foundation of western spirituality as we know it
today the wisdom of hypatia is a hands on guide to using the principles
of philosophy to bring purpose tranquility and spiritual depth to your
life to the ancients philosophy was a spiritual practice meant to help
the seeker achieve a good life and maintain mental tranquility bruce j
maclennan phd provides a concise history of philosophy up to hypatia s
time and a progressive nine month program of spiritual practice based on
her teachings explore the three most important philosophical schools of
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the hellenistic age lead a more serene balanced life experience self
actualization through union with the divine discover the techniques
described in the historical sources and put into practice the profound
insights of the world s greatest minds praise the wisdom of hypatia is
grounded in solid scholarship lucidly written and above all practical
this book reunites spirituality philosophy and psychology into a path
for our time and for all times read it practice it you will never be the
same leonard george phd chair of the department of psychology capilano
university

The Wisdom of Hypatia 2013-12-08
in may 1555 a broadsheet was produced in rome depicting the torture and
execution in london and york of the carthusians of the charterhouses of
london axeholme beauvale and sheen during the reign of henry viii this
single page martyrology provides the basis for an in depth exploration
of several interconnected artistic scientific and scholarly communities
active in rome in 1555 which are identified as having being involved in
its production their work and concerns which reflect their time and
intellectual environment are deeply embedded in the broadsheet
especially those occupying the groups and individuals who came to be
known as spirituali and in particular those associated with cardinal
reginald pole who is shown to have played a key role in its production
following an examination of the text and a discussion of the narrative
intentions of its producers a systematic analysis is made of the images
this reveals that the structure content and intention of what at first
sight seems to be nothing more than a confessionally charged catholic
image of the english carthusian martyrs typical of the genre of
propaganda produced during the reformation is astonishingly dominated by
the most celebrated name of the italian renaissance the artist
michelangelo buonarotti not only are there direct borrowings from two
works by michelangelo which had just been completed in rome the
conversion of st paul and the crucifixion of st peter in the pauline
chapel but many other of his works are deliberately cited by the
broadsheet s producers through the use of a variety of artistic
scientific and historical approaches the author makes a compelling case
for the reasons for michelangelo s presence in the broadsheet and his
influence on its design and production the book not only demonstrates
michelangelo s close relationship with notable catholic reformers but
shows him to have been at the heart of the english counter reformation
at its inception this detailed analysis of the broadsheet also throws
fresh light on the marian religious policy in england in 1555 the
influence of spain and the broader preoccupations of the counter
reformation papacy while at the same time enriching our understanding of
martyrology across the confessional divide of the reformation

Michelangelo and the English Martyrs 2016-12-05
from ancient greece to medieval baghdad from revolutionary france to
china s qing dynasty women mathematicians have worked alongside men to a
degree that was denied them in most other fields of scientific inquiry
locked out of biological studies first by restrictions on their freedom
of travel and later because of concerns that they would be corrupted by
evolutionary thought effectively barred from experimental physics for
centuries through lack of access to specialized equipment and
inconsistently permitted a medical education women have for three
thousand years and more been a steady presence during every great
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mathematical era they have contributed to the fundamentals of geometry
and the expansion of algebra from the earliest days of those disciplines
and stepped in on multiple occasions to save the mathematical traditions
of their home countries from death by ossification they have guided us
through the twisted realms of non euclidean space gifted us the
mathematical models we need to understand the behavior of the metals of
our buildings and the soils we construct them upon and given us an at
times chilling view into the fates of super massive systems over deep
time a history of women in mathematics the first comprehensive account
of women s role in mathematics in 35 years tells the stories of over a
hundred women some of whom had to go to the lengths of lying about their
gender in correspondence or secrete themselves behind screens during
lectures to access the mathematical resources that their male
counterparts took for granted but many of whom had positions of academic
honor and international prestige that women in other fields would have
to wait centuries to attain from theano of croton to rachel riley here
are the tales of the women who have illuminated and demystified the
profound structures upon which our reality is built with stones of
number and mortar of imagination

Bibliotheca Hispana nova sive Hispanorum
scriptorum qui ab anno MD ad MDCLXXXIV floruere
notitia 1788
every statement that a person makes is either true or falsethat is a lie
in his comprehensive study lies have ruined the world author dennis
proux seeks to expose the dishonesty myths and fabrications provided by
powerful influences in the most important areas of our lives including
religious institutions government and our legal system proux feels that
all humans yearn to be free to discover their own worlds and realize
their full potential while relying on the wisdom and insight from such
authors as charles darwin thomas paine carl sagan and countless others
proux offers a compelling glimpse into the lies surrounding western
monotheistic religions wall street and our nations government and
justice system as he examines biblical tales reveals corruption within
our society and dissects many painful realities proux offers insight and
potential solutions that will ultimately inspire a life based on fact
and honesty rather than on fiction and lies lies have ruined the world
encourages seekers of the truth to explore their own perceptions of the
failure of western institutions to garner and hold trust

V.P.F. Balduini Iunii ... Chronicon morale ab
orbe edito ad nostra vsque tempora, tam
concionatoribus quam historiæ studiosis apprime
vtile 1622
in making martyrs east and west cathy caridi examines how the practice
of canonization developed in the west and in russia focusing on
procedural elements that became established requirements for someone to
be recognized as a saint and a martyr caridi investigates whether the
components of the canonization process now regarded as necessary by the
catholic church are fundamentally equivalent to those of the russian
orthodox church and vice versa while exploring the possibility that the
churches use the same terminology and processes but in fundamentally
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different ways that preclude the acceptance of one church s saints by
the other making martyrs east and west will appeal to scholars of
religion and church history as well as ecumenicists liturgists canonists
and those interested in east west ecumenical efforts

EPHEMERIDES DOMINICANO- SACRAE, Das ist,
Heiligkeit und Tugendvoller Geruch, Der auss
allen Enden der Welt zusammen getragenen Ehren-
Blumen dess Himmlisch-fruchtbaren Lust-Gartens
Prediger Ordens. Mit täglich beygefügten
Authentischen Historien, Uhralten Monumenten,
Curiosen Antiquitäten, [et]c. aussgezieret, dem
Tugend-Liebenden und Curiosen Leser theils zur
Geistlichen Nachfolg, theils zur Verwunderung
fürgestellt, mit allem Fleiss zusammen getragen,
und mit einem dreyfachen Register versehen 1691
aus der geistigen erbmasse der römischen spätantike entstanden zwei
religionssysteme das kaiserzeitliche christentum und der islam beide
haben ihre spezifischen probleme mit der rezeption des vorgefundenen
wissens der alten und mit den weltlich umtriebigen τέχναί artes beide
religionssysteme bilden spezifische atechnische attraktionsbereiche
diese könnten wir in der christlichen tradition mit dem augustinischen
terminus civitas dei charakterisieren kapitel v die aktuelle diskussion
zeigt dass die wichtigsten ereignisse und daten der muslimischen
geschichte selbst unter den gebildeten offensichtlich wenig bekannt sind
so brauchen wir bevor wir die einstellungen zu den artes untersuchen
einen differenzierenden blick für die bedeutendsten normen und
strömungen in der muslimischen geisteswelt die auseinandersetzung mit
der geistigen erbmasse der antike hat von den drei zweigen der artes die
wissenschaften und die philosophie ganz anders erfasst als die
produktiven techniken und die künstlerische gestaltung leitend war das
bild von der urgemeinde

Ephemerides dominicano-sacrae das ist
heiligkeit- und tugendvoller Geruch der ...
Ehrenblumen deß himmlisch fruchtbaren Lust-
Gartens Prediger Ordens (etc.) 1692
this book examines strategies of transformation becomings image making
and the phantasmagoric that figure in four stories and a novel by gothic
fiction writer pilar pedraza spain 1951 while critics have long
associated the bildungsroman with gothic fiction this study takes a
close look at the developmental process itself the means by which a
protagonist young or old might transcend a deprived status to achieve a
complete sense of self pedraza s works imply that regardless of the path
followed a character s ability to think differently is crucial to
progress the fixed image representative of an inflexible socially
determined mindset arises as an obstacle to maturation in días de perros
for example a triangular arrangement of coins in a cigar box elucidates
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the connection between individual lives and the social order or
assemblage literary texts such as this one serve as collective
assemblages of enunciation capable of exposing fixed images as powerful
instruments of control tristes ayes del Águila mejicana discovers fixed
images among the icons of colonial spain s exequias reales used in this
case to territorialize the evolving identity of indigenous peoples the
territory thatpedraza s fictionbest illuminates is in reality the image
when images remain fixed or territorialized they uncannily infect the
assemblages over which they exert influence placing emphasis on images
that impact women pedraza in anfiteatro for example deconstructs cat
woman which albeit a potentially subversive image in its early
manifestations eventually ceases to empower the feminine lashing it
rather to a burdensome stereotype territorialized the feminine must then
break free from the image in order to discover representations more
capable of illuminating present day challenges the phrase dark
assemblages drawn from deleuze and guattari s a thousand plateaus
gestures toward societal stagnation as a decisive factor in individual
evolvement gothic fiction represents an uneven landscape in that it
tenders the possibility of a social critique yet equally well lends
itself to the exclusion of specific identities and practices that
society brands as anomalous pedraza s gothic fiction is indeed
subversive in that it offers readers original perceptions of modern day
people and the assemblages dark or otherwise to which they belong

Ephemerides Dominicano-Sacrae, Das ist
Heiligkeit und Tugendvoller Geruch, Der auß
allen Enden der Welt zusammen getragenen Ehren-
Blumen deß Himmlisch-fruchtbaren Lust-Gartens
Prediger Ordens 1692
a philosophical miscellany as diverting as it is instructive centred on
an eclectic sequence of themes ranging from advice to ageing from
backbiting to bigotry from freedom to friendship and from work to
walking stephen trombley mines the canon of two and half millennia of
western thought for observations that reflect the seriousness the joy
and the strangeness of human existence counterpointing these words of
wisdom with episodes sometimes humorous sometimes poignant sometimes
plain odd from the lives of the great philosophers wise words includes
on each of its themes the thoughts of philosophers from the distant past
to the present the result is a multi dimensional treatment of each theme
that crosses temporal national and ideological boundaries

A History of Women in Mathematics 2023-12-30
an accessible engaging and fully illustrated guide to the most profound
and influential ideas in the history of philosophy philosophy explores
the deepest most fundamental questions of life this guide presents 250
of the most important theories events and seminal publications in the
field over the last 3 500 years the concise yet informative entries
cover a range of topics and cultures from the hindu vedas and plato s
theory of forms to ockham s razor pascal s wager hume s a treatise of
human nature existentialism feminism philosophical zombies and the
triple theory of ethics beautifully illustrated and filled with
unexpected insights the philosophy book is a treasure trove of the world
s wisdom
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Scriptores ordinis Minorum; quibus accessit
syllabus illorum qui ex eodem ordine pro fide
Christi fortiter occubuerunt 1650
in the spring of 1575 holland s northern quarter the waterlogged
peninsula stretching from amsterdam to the north sea was threatened with
imminent invasion by the spanish army since the outbreak of the dutch
revolt a few years earlier the spanish had repeatedly failed to expel
the rebels under william of orange from this remote region and now there
were rumors that the war weary population harbored traitors conspiring
to help the spanish invade in response rebel leaders arrested a number
of vagrants and peasants put them on the rack and brutally tortured them
until they confessed and named their principals a witch hunt that
eventually led to a young catholic lawyer named jan jeroenszoon treason
in the northern quarter tells how jan jeroenszoon through great personal
courage and faith in the rule of law managed to survive gruesome torture
and vindicate himself by successfully arguing at trial that the
authorities remained subject to the law even in times of war henk van
nierop uses jan jeroenszoon s exceptional story to give the first
account of the dutch revolt from the point of view of its ordinary
victims town burghers fugitive catholic clergy peasants and vagabonds
for them the dutch revolt was not a heroic struggle for national
liberation but an ordinary dirty war something to be survived not won an
enthralling account of an unsuspected story with surprising modern
resonance treason in the northern quarter presents a new image of the
dutch revolt one that will fascinate anyone interested in the nature of
revolution and civil war or the fate of law during wartime

Acta sanctorum Octobris ex Latinis & Graecis
aliarumque gentium monumentis servata primigenia
veterum scriptorum... illustrata a Josepho Van
Hecke, Benjamino Bossue, Victore et Remingo de
Buck... Tomus XIII... 1883
scapegoats are innocent victims who have experienced blame and violence
at the hands of society ren girard proposes that the gospels present
jesus as a scapegoat whose innocent death exposes how humans have always
created scapegoats this revelation should have cured societal
scapegoating yet those who claim to live by the gospels have missed that
message they continue to scapegoat and remain blind to the suffering of
scapegoats in modern life christians today tend to read the new
testament as victors not as victims the teachings and actions of jesus
thus lose much of their subversive significance the gospels become one
harmonized story about individual salvation rather than distinct
representations of jesus s revolutionary work on behalf of victims
scapegoats revisits the gospel narratives with the understanding that
they tell scapegoats stories and that through those stories the kingdom
of god is revealed bashaw goes beyond girard s arguments to show that
jesus s whole public ministry not only his death combats the
marginalization of victims these scapegoat stories work together to
illuminate an essential truth of the gospels that jesus modeled a
reality in which victims become survivors and the marginalized become
central to the kingdom
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Lies Have Ruined the World 2012-05-18
the international bestselling author of fermat s last theorem explores
the eccentric lives of history s foremost mathematicians from archimedes
s eureka moment to alexander grothendieck s seclusion in the pyrenees
bestselling author amir aczel selects the most compelling stories in the
history of mathematics creating a colorful narrative that explores the
quirky personalities behind some of the most groundbreaking influential
and enduring theorems alongside revolutionary innovations are incredible
tales of duels battlefield heroism flamboyant arrogance pranks secret
societies imprisonment feuds and theft as well as some costly errors of
judgment that prove genius doesn t equal street smarts aczel s colorful
and enlightening profiles offer readers a newfound appreciation for the
tenacity complexity eccentricity and brilliance of our greatest
mathematicians

Acta Sanctorum Octobris 1883
for many years we ve learned about the unforgettable events in history
all very remarkable yet all very male where on earth were the women in
this book you will meet some of the most fascinating females in herstory
all of whom are guaranteed to inspire you to follow your dreams and
believe you can achieve whatever you set your mind to

Ephemerides Dominicano-Sacrae, Das ist
Heiligkeit und Tugendvoller Geruch, Der auß
allen Enden der Welt zusammen getragenen Ehren-
Blumen deß Himmlisch-fruchtbaren Lust-Gartens
Prediger Ordens 1691
history s mysteries is an absorbing and meticulously researched
exploration of the archaeology history and mysteries of 35 ancient
places worldwide haughton s book takes the reader on an unforgettable
journey from the 8 000 year old stone circle of nabta playa to india s
magical taj mahal from rhode island s controversial newport tower to the
enigmatic royston cave in the uk from the strange medieval castle
village of rennes le ch teau to the massive ancient walled city of great
zimbabwe using the latest archaeological evidence history s mysteries
explores the incredible archaeological discoveries at the 11 000 year
old sanctuary of g bekli tepe in turkey the heated debate over the 47
million year old ida fossil could it be the missing link in our
evolutionary history the reality behind controversial ancient artifacts
such as the iron pillar of delhi the oak island treasure and egypt s
dendera lamps what really happened to the neanderthals with 36
photographs and illustrations this is the perfect reference work for
those fascinated by the great mysteries of ancient history

Ephemerides Dominicano-Sacrae, Das ist,
Heiligkeit und Tugendvoller Geruch, Der aus
allen Enden der Welt zusammen getragenen Ehren-
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Blumen deß Himmlisch-fruchtbahren Lust-Gartens
Prediger Ordens 1727
in a groundbreaking historical work that addresses religious conversion
in the west from an uncompromisingly secular perspective susan jacoby
challenges the conventional narrative of conversion as a purely
spiritual journey from the transformation on the road to damascus of the
jew saul into the christian evangelist paul to a twenty first century
religious marketplace in which half of americans have changed faiths at
least once nothing has been more important in the struggle for reason
than the right to believe in the god of one s choice or to reject belief
in god altogether focusing on the long tense convergence of judaism
christianity and islam each claiming possession of absolute truth jacoby
examines conversions within a social and economic framework that
includes theocratic coercion unto torture and death and the more
friendly persuasion of political advantage economic opportunism and
interreligious marriage moving through time continents and cultures the
triumph of christianity over paganism in late antiquity the spanish
inquisition john calvin s dour theocracy southern plantations where
african slaves had to accept their masters religion the narrative is
punctuated by portraits of individual converts embodying the sacred and
profane the cast includes augustine of hippo john donne the german jew
edith stein whose conversion to catholicism did not save her from
auschwitz boxing champion muhammad ali and former president george w
bush the story also encompasses conversions to rigid secular ideologies
notably stalinist communism with their own truth claims finally jacoby
offers a powerful case for religious choice as a product of the secular
enlightenment in a forthright and unsettling conclusion linking the
present with the most violent parts of the west s religious past she
reminds us that in the absence of enlightenment values radical islamists
are persecuting christians many other muslims and atheists in ways that
recall the worst of the middle ages with 8 pages of black and white
illustrations

Making Martyrs East and West 2016-03-14
although writing was long considered suitable only for men there were
some brave and clever women who defied the limitations cast upon their
gender divided by chronological eras this fascinating collection of
biographies will enlighten readers about the women who have crafted the
written word to record their surroundings their imaginations and their
experiences also included are chapter notes a glossary a further reading
section containing books and websites and an index

Artes - Pro und Kontra IV 2014-12-10
the most comprehensive guide to norse literature historical folk lore
and more kvilhaug peels back the layers of the eddas poems and sagas to
reveal hidden truths within maria s background in research and
archaeology is visible throughout with full illustrations timelines and
beautiful translations of passages providing the key to unlocking and
deciphering the hidden wisdom within her exploration of modern
interpretations past parables and related cultural mythos provides a
deeper layer into the mysteries of old norse practices
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Dark Assemblages 2015-10-22
a cultural history of education in antiquity presents essays that
examine the following key themes of the period church religion and
morality knowledge media and communications children and childhood
family community and sociability learners and learning teachers and
teaching literacies and life histories the book balances traditional
approaches towards education with the new history of education that
tackles the topic from a much broader scope the chapters integrate
evidence from the greek and the roman world next to christian evidence
from late antiquity an essential resource for researchers scholars and
students in history literature culture and education

Wise Words 2016-04-21
how did christianity become the dominant religion in the west in the
early first century a small group of peasants from the backwaters of the
roman empire proclaimed that an executed enemy of the state was god s
messiah less than four hundred years later it had become the official
religion of rome with some thirty million followers it could so easily
have been a forgotten sect of judaism through meticulous research bart
ehrman an expert on christian history texts and traditions explores the
way we think about one of the most important cultural transformations
the world has ever seen one that has shaped the art music literature
philosophy ethics and economics of modern western civilisation

The Philosophy Book 2019-02-01

Acta sanctorum quotquot toto orbe coluntur:
Martii 1865

October 1883

Scriptores ordinis minorum. Quibus accessit
Syllabus illorum, qui ex eodem ordine pro fide
Christi fortiter occubuerunt. Priores atramento,
posteriores sanguine Christianam religionem
asseruerunt. Recensuit fr. Lucas VVaddingus,
eiusdem instituti theologus 1650

A Continuation of the Rev. Alban Butler's Lives
of the Saints With... 1823

Treason in the Northern Quarter 2017-12-31
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Acta Sanctorvm 1869

Acta sanctorum 1869

Acta sanctorum quotquot toto orbe coluntur:
October: 1. Dies I-II. 1866. 2. Dies III-IV.
1866. 3. Dies V-VII. 1868. 4. Dies VIII-IX.
1866. 5. Dies X-XI. 1868. 6. Dies XII-XIV. 1868.
7. Dies XV-XVI. Pars prior. 1869. 7. Dies XV-
XVI. Pars posterior. 1869. 8. Dies XVII-XX.
1866. 9. Dies XXI-XXII. 1869. 10. Dies XXIII-
XXIV. 1869. 11. Dies XXV-XXVI. 1870. 12. Dies
XXVII-XXVIII et partim XXVI et XXIX. 1867 1869

Scapegoats 2022-05-24

A Strange Wilderness 2011-10-04

This Is HerStory 2018-12-13

History's Mysteries 2010-01-01

Strange Gods 2016-02-16

Liber tertii ordinis S. Francisci Assisiensis,
cum appendicibus de chordigeris... auctore A. R.
P. Hilario Parisiensi 1888

Women Writers 2016-12-15

The Seed of Yggdrasill 2023-03-27

A Cultural History of Education in Antiquity
2023-04-20
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